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Monday Night Book Study: Winter Session 46:10

BRAVING THE WILDERNESS

SDUC ACTS PRESENTS…
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THE MONDAY NIGHT BOOK STUDY WINTER SESSION TEAM

Before we begin . . .

welcome
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OPENING  WITH  
JOAN

Going forward . . .
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HOUSEKEEPING
DATE SESSION

10 MAR. 29 CONCLUSION: BRAVING THE WILDERNESS

POTENTIAL BREAKOUT TOPICS/QUESTIONS FOR CONCLUDING 
SESSION #10: 

Brown suggested four primary survival techniques for our Wilderness 
experiences: (and I paraphrase) Don’t hate, rather move in closer; Speak 
truth but be civil; Hold hands; and Develop a strong back, soft front and 
wild heart. 
1.Reflect upon the four survival techniques suggested by Brown— 

Comment on perceived obstacles? consequences? 
2.Have you incorporated any of Brené Brown’s suggestions? Discuss. 
3.Privilege: what’s it’s role in my life? Consider privilege in the light of 

recent developments in our society… systemic racism as fear causes 
defensiveness and overt aggression? 

4.Are you the wilderness? There are times when standing alone feels too 
hard, too scary and we’ll doubt our ability to make our way through the 
uncertainty… this is when you reach deep into your wild heart and 
remind yourself, “I am the wilderness.”

Break out 
suggestions
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The Children of Israel and Jesus’ 
experiences with ‘Wilderness.’

key images  
- “I am the wilderness.”



KEY IMAGES - WILDERNESS…  
A PLA C E OF STRUGGLE AND TRANSFORMATION 
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What did you learn from 
this book?



BREAK OUT ROOM 
TIME
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1. Reflect upon the 
four survival 
techniques.  Discuss       
Obstacles? 
Consequences? 

Four primary survival 
techniques for our Wilderness 
experiences: 
• Don’t hate, rather move in 

closer; 
• Speak truth… but be civil; 
• Hold hands; and 
• Develop a strong back, soft 

front and wild heart.



“How to cope with grief, fear and anxiety during 
Corona”  Dr.Brené Brown 2020
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pHIsPlhU7o


…BREAK OUT ROOM TIME
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3.Privilege: what’s its role in my life? Consider privilege in the light of recent 
developments in our society… systemic racism as fear causes defensiveness 
and overt aggression?

2. Have you incorporated any of Brené Brown’s suggestions? Discuss.

4.Are you the wilderness? There are times when standing alone feels too hard, 
too scary and we’ll doubt our ability to make our way through the uncertainty… 
this is when you reach deep into your wild heart and remind yourself, “I am the 
wilderness.”
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defensiveness

I am the wilderness

systemic 
racism

privilege

Fear…
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oevXkJY-fE


Forward Book Suggestions to 
Joan, Wayne and/or Brenda

For Next Fall

Enjoy your summer. 
 We will miss you!
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CLOSING    
WITH JOHN
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THE END OF SESSION # 10 — SUMMER TO FOLLOW!!
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The Gift of 
Imperfection—

Dr. Brené 
Brown 2010
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ck6atQ6xppc

